
CONNECT

The Connect advanced feature for Argos gives you one solution to improve management of, and 

reporting from, your inbound and outbound data. In today’s technological landscape, it’s not 

unusual for institutions to pull data in from, and send data out to, numerous systems – some on-

premise and some in the cloud. Now, you have one way to manage all that.  

Data In

Cloud Connector – Users create their own web page, which provides a data connection 

accessible over HTTP for pulling JSON data out of a cloud source for building dashboards and 

reports in Argos. 

REST Connector – An easy-to-use interface and setup to connect you to your cloud data sources 

directly in MAPS Config. Though similar to Cloud Connector, the REST Connector doesn’t require 

an HTML page or custom script. Data is returned in JSON or XML formats, which can then be 

reported in Argos.

Salesforce Connector  – This pre-built connector enables clients to access data (including 

metadata) from all the tables in their Salesforce account for the purpose of building dashboards 

and reports. Provides a live connection, so updating data in Salesforce immediately updates 

those dashboards and reports. 

Benefits

• Gives institutions a way to pull in and combine data from both cloud and on-premise 
sources

• Enables institutions to move from on-premise to SaaS-based systems without having to 
worry about the effect on reporting

• Opens up new avenues of data access while centralizing reporting output

Data Out

DataBlock Connector – Provides institutions with the ability to send data directly from an Argos 

DataBlock to supplemental front-end reporting/BI tools. This increases data reliability and allows 

for a more automated flow of information within the institution’s preferred data ecosystem, 

enabling quicker, better-informed decisions.

Benefits

• Improves how institutions use supplemental front-end reporting/BI tools directly with 
Argos, saving themselves more time

• Allows colleges and universities to maintain a single source of truth for reporting data, by 
connecting to a known, trusted data source

• Connect to other JSON-friendly applications beyond reporting and business intelligence

Overall Benefits

• One method for managing data 

flow from all relevant sources - on 

premise and cloud

• Regardless of what systems you’re 

connecting to, the report building 

process in Argos will remain the 

same

• Eliminates manual processes (e.g., 

exporting and importing of CSV 

files) and the need for additional 

development

• Connections are based on a RESTful 

API and connect using a flexible and 

scalable integration standard

• Ethos Connected: Report on data 

from multiple solutions, but from a 

single source

Centralize Your Inbound & Outbound Data
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About Argos

Evisions Argos delivers the insights you need quickly, in order to make 
timely, better-informed decisions. It helps colleges and universities 
work better because it delivers flexible, powerful, easy-to-use reporting 
tools developed by higher education experts. Argos provides accurate 
information and data when you need it, through reporting made simple. 
For more information, please visit www.evisions.com/argos.

About Evisions

Evisions helps higher education organizations work better. Our 
software eases your administrative load—so you can get back 
to the process of learning and discovery. Built and optimized for 
administrators, our solutions help you stay on top of your many 
tasks and responsibilities, reduce hassle and waste, and work 
more efficiently.
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How Does Argos Connect work?
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